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MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES, FRAMELESS IN EVERY WAY
 Flare Fireplaces offers 60 different modern indoor fireplaces. Our modern indoor fireplaces are available in lengths ranging from 30″ up to 100″ and offer glass heights of 16″, 24″, and 30″. The modern indoor fireplaces include many advanced features, like our advanced 3D burner system which offers a fuller, more natural flame presentation. You can also choose from many optional modern features, such as our double glass, optional wall switches, power vents, and multi-color LED lighting. With so many lengths and features you are sure to find Flare modern indoor fireplaces perfect any project.
 




















Front Facing
 The Flare Front Facing Fireplaces come in lengths ranging from 30″ up to 100″ with up to three glass heights. 16″ regular, 24″ high, and 30″ extra high.
 






See Through
 The Flare See Through Fireplaces come in lengths ranging from 30″ up to 100″ with up to three glass heights. 16″ regular, 24″ high, and 30″ extra high.
 






Left Corner
 The Flare Left Corner Fireplace has a unique corner style and is available in lengths ranging from 30″ up to 100″, offering two glass height options. 16″ regular and 24″ high.
 






Right Corner
 The Flare Right Corner Fireplace has a unique corner style and is available in lengths ranging from 30″ up to 100″, offering two glass height options. 16″ regular and 24″ high.
 











FRONT FACING MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES
 
 
Front Facing Fireplaces are gorgeous examples of our modern style. With it’s linear appearance and frameless design you’d think your viewing window was effortlessly hanging on the wall. The design possibilities of our Front Facing fireplace are limitless with so many lengths and glass heights available.
 





SEE THROUGH MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES
 
See Through Fireplace offers the ability to split two spaces by acting as a tunnel from one room to another. You can also utilize them as a stand-alone centerpiece to help tie together multiple open rooms. With so many lengths and heights there is truly a Flare See Through Fireplace for any residential or commercial space.
 





LEFT CORNER MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES
 
Left Corner Fireplace showcases a glass to glass corner styling that allows you to view your fire from multiple angles. This opens up design possibilities that weren’t achievable before. With so many lengths and heights there is truly a Flare Left Corner Fireplace for any residential or commercial space.
 





RIGHT CORNER MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES
 
Right Corner Fireplace showcases a glass to glass corner styling that allows you to view your fire from multiple angles. This opens up design possibilities that weren’t achievable before. With so many lengths and heights there is truly a Flare Right Corner Fireplace for any residential or commercial space.
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Double Corner
 The Flare Double Corner Fireplace offers a beautiful bay-style design coming in lengths that range from 30″ up to 100″ with two available glass heights. 16″ regular and 24″ high.
 






Room Definer
 The Flare Room Definer Fireplaces come in lengths ranging from 45″ up to 100″ with up to three glass heights. 16″ regular, 24″ high, and 30″ extra high.
 






Passage
 The Flare Passage Fireplaces offer a unique vertical viewing window that stands 60″ tall and 30″ wide. The Flare Passage can be installed as a see through or single facing vertical fireplace, with or without an outdoor kit.
 






 OUTDOOR
 











DOUBLE CORNER MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES
 
Double Corner Fireplaces can reach from one side of an architectural element to another. The multiple viewing angles and glass-to-glass paneling allow a clear line-of-sight to the flame with unit lengths of 30″ to 100″. This bay style Double Corner fireplace creates the perfect setting for any home or business.
 





ROOM DEFINER MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES
 
Room Definer Fireplace offers a peninsula styling that extends into a room to help separate your space with style. There are six lengths and three three glass heights to choose from, making the Flare Room Definer a perfect fit for any home or business.
 





PASSAGE MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES
 
The Flare Passage Fireplaces offer a unique vertical viewing window that stands 60″ tall and 30″ wide. The Flare Passage can be installed as a see through or single facing vertical fireplace, with or without an outdoor kit.
 





VENT FREE MODERN OUTDOOR FIREPLACES
 
Flare Fireplaces also offers an incredible lineup of totally Outdoor Vent Free fireplaces. With five styles in lengths ranging from 50″ to 100″ and 16″ or 24″ opening heights, you can enjoy all the same modern frameless design you love about Flare Fireplaces, outdoors.
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	 Frameless | Designed for a seamless modern appearance.
 

	 Automation | Integrate your home automation system.
 

	 RGB LEDS | Optional multi-colored LEDs available.
 

	 3 Glass Heights | Available for stunning windows to the flame.
 

	 Double Glass | Seamless viewing window to your flame.
 

	 Summer Kit | Control your heat with a switch.
 

	 60 Direct Vent Models | With lengths ranging from 30″ – 100″.
 







	 Corner Fireplaces | Two or three sided corner fireplaces available. 
 

	 3D Burner | 3 burner system gives you end-to-end burn.
 

	 TV Mounting | Hang your TV 12″ from the glass.
 

	 Media Options | Beautiful fireglass, stones, driftwood logs, & more. 
 

	 Indoor-Outdoor | Allow you to see through to an outdoor space.
 

	 Battery Backup | Enjoy two year battery backup on screened units.
 

	 SIT Proflame II | Flame control, thermostatic mode, & much more.
 






















FLARE FIREPLACES PROJECT HIGHLIGHT
 A place dedicated to showcasing the amazing creativity behind some of the world’s most unique Flare Fireplace installations.
 













 Fireplaces were a constant and dominant feature of Frank Lloyd Wright’s homes. In all, he designed more than one thousand, each meant to anchor the home architecturally and spiritually. With the inclusion of the Flare Double Corner Direct Vent Fireplace, we were able to tie together the two powerful ideals Frank believed gave a fireplace and space, life.
 Read More.
 






MODERN OUTDOOR FIREPLACES, FRAMELESS IN EVERY WAY
 Flare Fireplaces offers 50 different modern outdoor fireplaces. For customers looking for the best modern outdoor fireplaces in a Front Facing, See-Through, or Corner styling, we offer the most extensive selection. Our models are available in lengths of 50″ to 100″ and offer opening heights of 16″ and 24″. These modern outdoor fireplaces include many advanced features, like our advanced 3D burner system which offers a fuller, more natural flame presentation, or the included weather doors and RGB LEDs. You can also choose from many optional modern features, such as multiple opening heights, optional wall switches, and on/off switch. With so many lengths and features you are sure to find Flare modern outdoor fireplaces perfect any project.
 




















Outdoor Front Facing
 The Flare Outdoor Front Facing Fireplaces come in lengths ranging from 50″ up to 100″ with up to two opening heights. 16″ regular and 24″ high.
 






Outdoor See Through
 The Flare Outdoor See Through Fireplaces come in lengths ranging from 50″ up to 100″ with up to three opening heights. 16″ regular and 24″ high.
 






Outdoor Right Corner
 The Flare Outdoor Right Corner Fireplace has a unique corner style and is available in lengths ranging from 50″ up to 100″, offering two opening height options. 16″ regular and 24″ high.
 






Outdoor Left Corner
 The Flare Outdoor Left Corner Fireplace has a unique corner style and is available in lengths ranging from 50″ up to 100″, offering two opening height options. 16″ regular and 24″ high.
 











FRONT FACING MODERN OUTDOOR FIREPLACES
 
The Flare Outdoor Front Facing Fireplaces are gorgeous examples of our modern style. With it’s linear appearance and frameless design you’d think your viewing window was effortlessly hanging like a picture on the wall. The design possibilities of our Outdoor Front Facing fireplace are limitless with so many lengths and glass heights available.
 





SEE THROUGH MODERN OUTDOOR FIREPLACES
 
The Flare Outdoor See Through Fireplace offers the ability to split two outdoor spaces by acting as a tunnel from one area to another. You can also utilize them as a stand-alone centerpiece to help tie together large outdoor living space. With so many lengths and heights there is truly a Flare Outdoor See Through Fireplace for any residential or commercial space.
 





RIGHT CORNER MODERN OUTDOOR FIREPLACES
 
The Flare Outdoor Right Corner Fireplace showcases a open corner styling that allows you to view your fire from multiple angles. This open design allows for possibilities that weren’t achievable before. With so many lengths and heights there is truly a Flare Outdoor Right Corner Fireplace for any residential or commercial space.
 





LEFT CORNER MODERN OUTDOOR FIREPLACES
 
The Flare Outdoor Left Corner Fireplace showcases a glass free corner styling that allows you to view your fire from multiple angles. This open design allows for possibilities that weren’t achievable before. With so many lengths and heights there is truly a Flare Outdoor Left Corner Fireplace for any residential or commercial space.
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Outdoor Double Corner
 The Flare Outdoor Double Corner Fireplace offers a beautiful bay-style design coming in lengths that range from 50″ up to 100″ with two available opening heights. 16″ regular and 24″ high.
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DOUBLE CORNER MODERN OUTDOOR FIREPLACES
 
The Flare Outdoor Double Corner Fireplaces can reach from one side of an architectural element to another. The multiple viewing angles and open design offers a clear line-of-sight to the flame with unit lengths of 50″ to 100″. This bay style Outdoor Double Corner fireplace creates the perfect setting for any home or business.
 





MODERN INDOOR FIREPLACES
 
Flare Fireplaces offers 60 different models of Indoor Fireplaces. For customers looking for the best modern front facing fireplace. see-through, peninsula, or corner style fireplace, we offer the most extensive selection. Our models are available in lengths ranging from 30″ to 100″ with glass heights of 16″, 24″, and 30″.
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	 Frameless | Designed for the outdoors.
 

	 Automation | Integrate your home automation system.
 

	 RGB LEDS | Optional multi-colored LEDs available.
 

	 2 Opening Heights | Available for stunning view to the flame.
 

	 Wind Guard | Protects base of your flame in windy areas.
 

	 Storm Doors | Protect the inside when not in use.
 

	 50 Outdoor Models | With lengths ranging from 50″ – 100″.
 







	 Corner Fireplaces | Two or three sided corner fireplaces available. 
 

	 3D Burner | 3 burner system gives you end-to-end burn.
 

	 Reflective Back | Add depth with a black reflective back.
 

	 Media Options | Beautiful fireglass options available.
 

	 Outdoor | Perfect for patios, decks, and outdoor living spaces.
 

	 Electronic Ignition | Turns on quickly and consistently. 
 

	 Honeywell Valve | Simple On/Off functionality
 






















FLARE FIREPLACES REALISTIC FIREPLACE MEDIA 
 The design doesn’t stop on the outside of your Flare Fireplace. With our wide variety of realistic logs, stones, and fire glass you can turn the inside of your Flare Fireplace into a work of art. Use our Birchwood Set to tie together the more contemporary lines of our modern fireplace with the traditional appearance of our log set. The RGB LEDs shine up through your clear or reflective fire glass offering a more exciting, and in most cases more natural looking burn. Create a scene by using multiple types of media, or keep it uniform by staying to one type. The choice is all yours, and you are only limited by your creativity.
 






















































INDOOR | OUTDOOR STYLES AVAILABLE
 FLARE SEE-THROUGH INDOOR OUTDOOR FIREPLACE
 


See Through Indoor Outdoor Fireplace
 The Flare See Through Indoor Outdoor Fireplace uses a special Outdoor Kit to allow a seamless weatherproofed glass barrier between your fireplace and the elements outside. Available in lengths ranging from 30″ up to 100″ with 3 glass height options. 16″, 24′, and 30″.
 


















Double Glass 


 	Dual Layered Safety Glass

	CSA Certified Safety Barrier

	Residential or Commercial Use

	Produces Heat


 



Safety Screens 


 	Uses Sheer Invisible Mesh

	A CSA Certified Safety Barrier

	Commercial or Residential

	Ships Standard 


 



Optional Power Vents


 	When Drafting is Not Possible 

	 Certified by CSA

	Commercial and Residential Use

	Up to 120′ of Venting
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 [testimonials] Flare is a Top rated company to work with. Professional , courteous and knowledgeable staff always going that extra step! They are always able to answer any questions, help with any applications and deliver the product fast and efficiently. There products are top of the line and a pleasure to install and work with. Very proud to be able to offer the line to my clients!. 
Michael Melahn, NFI certified dealer

 
Kelli Gibson, Architecture firm

I work at an Architecture firm and called for some technical assistance on a room-dividing unit. In the past, other companies have just answered my questions with as little detail as possible just to get off the phone. The guy who answered my phone call at Flare Fireplaces (Kyle) went above and beyond and walked me through the entire set up of the unit, toured me through different diagrams on the website so I could visually see what he had explained, and then followed up with an email with EVERYTHING I needed. I tend to ask a lot of questions, and I never once felt like he was annoyed or that he was trying to pawn me off. I never leave 'reviews', but this was such a positive experience, I had to leave one. You can tell this is a great company and the employees are very passionate about their product. I highly recommend!. 
 
 
   Our Company Mission

Flare Fireplaces is where innovation, quality and luxury come together to form new ideas. By combining superior raw materials, contemporary design, creative technology and a frameless way of thinking we have created a full line of indoor & outdoor linear, modern fireplaces that are luxurious, simple to operate, and efficient.


 The Flare Philosophy

Simplification and Quality makes a better lasting product.


 The Flare Promise

We will continue to listen to our customers , dealers and distributors to make sure we update,change and improve our product to create the best liner fireplace on the market.


 Custom Fireplace Projects

Modern custom fireplaces for homes and businesses.Flare Fireplaces offers 85 different models of linear fireplaces. For customers looking for the best modern fireplace, see-through, indoor, outdoor, or corner fireplace, we offer the most extensive selection. Our models are available in lengths of up to over 100 inches and in glass heights of 16, 24, and 30 inches. Flare Fireplaces also offers custom fireplace made to order based on your requirements. .



 
Linear Fireplaces
  Linear fireplace  
 
 
 The linear gas fireplace is designed to show longer over the wall projecting rectangular opening. The name “linear fireplace,” is used for the fireplace, because it can be specified by linear foot. For example, Flare 3ft, Flare 4ft or Flare 8ft. When specifying and referring to a linear fireplace, it mostly refers to a rectangular shaped fireplace. Read more and learn on what feature really matters for linear fireplaces.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  










































































































































 